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Presentation Notes
Thanks to robert for getting us together today! intro me.



Welcome to A-LOK Products, Incorporated 
 

“The Company with Connections   ” 

A-LOK Products, Incorporated is a leader in designing and building 
construction seals and flexible connectors for underground 
stormwater and wastewater conveyance systems. Capable of 
providing watertight solutions for pipe diameters ranging from 
1.00" through 120.00" for plastic, steel, iron, clay and  concrete 
pipe.  
 
Since 1971 the ever-changing demands in the underground sewer 
construction have led A-LOK to develop and offer a wide range of 
new products. These include flexible pipe-to-manhole connectors 
for all applications, plastic inserts and seals for manhole entries 
and joints, forming for manhole inverts, corrosion resistant linings, 
lubricants and sealants.  
 
The beginning of a new century has provided A-LOK an opportunity 
to create watertight storm water systems that will contribute to 
preserving the environment and improving our country's 
infrastructure for future generations. With the support of talented 
human resources, a commitment to innovative design, superior 
craftsmanship and outstanding customer service, today A-LOK is 
synonymous with watertight quality in underground structures 
throughout the industry.  

® 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the late 60’s our founders Jack  Ditcher and Joe Westhoff, two pipe salesman from Ohio, moved east to here in Tullytown and founded Atlantic concrete. Soon there after they realized they needed a watertight connector for pipe to manhole penetrations  and came up with this one right here. A few years later in 1971 ,Alok was born to supply these connectors.



Strategic Partnership 
Vertex, Incorporated is a ISO 9001:2008 certified 
designer of elastomeric seals and custom rubber 
manufacturer.  As part of a strategic partnership 
between A-LOK Products, Inc. and Salvatore Brugnano, 
Vertex, Inc. was formed in 1992 to procure a stable 
source of high quality elastomeric extrusions to fill a 
void between A-LOK Products and 3rd party 
manufacturers.   
 
This collaboration was originally designed to leverage 
the knowledge of Mr. Brugnano’s operational and 
polymeric expertise with A-LOK Products’ knowledge of 
construction seals and connectors. 
 
Collectively, A-LOK, Poly-Tec, and Vertex, have 
substantially invested in new technology and 
developing state-of-the-art equipment and processes to 
best serve our customers.  Although construction seals 
have been identified as the core-business, the group 
has invested in obtaining patent protection for sealing 
technology in North America utilizing various designs 
for the precast concrete industry as well as innovations 
for the plastic and concrete pipe industries. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then in the early 90’s A-lok began a strategic partnership with Sal Burgano in Mogadore, Ohio and shortly thereafter the original A-lok connector was created. Vertex is now our exclusive supplier of all Alok Premium connectors. 



Some Industries We Collectively Serve 

• Precast Concrete Structures 
 

• Reinforced Concrete Pipe 
 

• Plastic Pipe Industry 
 

• Pipe Plug Industry 
 

• Tunneling 
 

• Tire Retreading Industry 
 

• Door Enclosure 
 

• Fume Extraction 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alok and Vertex now make rubber gaskets and connectors for all these different industries 

http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.a-lok.com/premiumphotos.html&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=Oa8pVI2AI8uKyASIz4GICg&ved=0CBYQ9QEwAA&usg=AFQjCNEmMpnS00Djv85rfMZfv9UbdZ9wfg
http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.ads-pipe.com/en/product.asp%3Fpage%3DN-12_WT_(watertight)_Pipe&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=o68pVOrpOMT-yQTA84GwBg&ved=0CCgQ9QEwCQ&usg=AFQjCNEeuYcODKTXS197bE3ls4PM3N4iiw
http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.hand-tite.com/&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=VrIpVOi_BZelyATM4YEo&ved=0CCgQ9QEwCQ&usg=AFQjCNF8PID0-brhtn6WdzYVUUFQHmLuKw
http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.ecocem.ie/gallery.htm&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=q6opVImlC5S0yASxqoLADA&ved=0CDAQ9QEwDTgU&usg=AFQjCNGotZRi2UvRyGDAi6d2h6GxrjivtQ
http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.autobodyspecialt.com/cgi-bin/commerce.cgi%3Fsearch%3Daction%26category%3DA040&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=07UpVMGGHNSryATHrIHABg&ved=0CBgQ9QEwAThQ&usg=AFQjCNFQBfQiqZp6KeeFNyQGHh8bWJLJsg
http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.fumeavent.com/overhead-systems/&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=frYpVJHQDo6myATJo4KgDw&ved=0CBgQ9QEwAQ&usg=AFQjCNGTJnlo3OFjKJoEEWaJs42PYNYnjw
http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.kimlun.com/kimlun-corp/kimlun_ConcreteProducts.php&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=Iq4pVPVlhfjIBJWRgdgD&ved=0CCgQ9QEwCTh4&usg=AFQjCNFI34n8WDYpTpNkswkohcBGqDw0hQ


Recommended Connector Solutions 
(Precast)  

ALL SMOOTH WALL PIPES 
 
                  A-LOK   Premium™ , A-LOK X-CEL, 
                  A-LOK STM,  Z-LOK ,  Z-LOK STM, G3,  
                  INSERTA –LOK,  QUIK-LOK 
 
 
CORRUGATED  PIPES 

 
–       A-LOK   Premium™ (smothwall adapter required) 

 
–       A-LOK   STM™(smoothwall adapter required) 

 
–     Z-LOK   STM™ (no adapter required) UP TO 36” 

 
 
 
 

 
 

® 

® 

® 

Sanitite HP Manhole Adapter 

® 

® 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would like to talk about all the connectors we can  using with smoothwall & corrugated pipe as you can see some corrugated pipes  require an adapter  and some do not. 

http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.a-lok.com/zlokstmphotos.html&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=zq4pVP2TM9aryAT42IHoAQ&ved=0CDgQ9QEwETgo&usg=AFQjCNHcIMAmUcV2aTc_HjaMDqycNHScQw
http://www.a-lok.com/alokstm.html


A-LOK  Premium ™ 

• Guaranteed Watertight 
 

• Viscoelastic Core Changes Shape With the Pipe 
 

• Fits Existing Equipment 
 

• Available for 12'' to 102'' OD Pipe 
 

• Meets or Exceeds ASTM C-923, ASTM C-1478         
and ASTM F-2510  

Deflection Performance 

® 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alok premium is our newest connector and was created when the ASTM f 2510 specifications came about. This specification requires a watertight pipe to manhole rubber connector to be able to remain watertight when the installed pipe goes out of round up to 5%, half the distance of its diameter, from the edge of the concrete structure. By creating this new profile and filling it with liquid we were able to meet this specification . Future testing proved it would also meet sanitary specification C-923  and since then it has become our number one choice for sanitary and stormwater applications. 

http://www.a-lok.com/guarantee.html


       Premium Installation 



A-LOK  Premium ™ FAQ 
1. When any pipe is used with A-LOK connectors what information is needed to be sure to get the right style and size 
connector correctly matched up with the pipe?  
 It is helpful to know if it is a storm water or sanitary job, what type ADS PIPE, what size pipe, will it have an adapter. With this 
 information in hand it is easy to refer to the ADS charts  on their website to choose the appropriate pipe & connector. 
 
2. How can a Precaster decide which style/size connector or type of pipe is required? 
 The engineer should have included this in the specifications. If the specifications change the contractor needs to tell the Precaster. 
 
3. What pipe tolerance is needed to insure the installation is a success?  
 Our standard tolerance for compression connectors is plus or minus .250” 
 
4. Can the A-LOK® Premium™ connector handle any outside diameter pipe deflection?   
 Yes, 5% in accordance with ASTM F-2510   
 
5. Which factors determine the size of the structure an ADS pipe can fit into when using an A-LOK connector? 
 Pipe OD, angle of pipe penetration and type of pipe.  Refer to the Dimensional Data section in our A-LOK Premium literature. 
 
6. What are the recommended installation procedures?  

-Bevel, clean and lubricate the entire outside diameter of the pipe surface that will be coupled through the connector 
-Clean and lubricate the connector 
-Center the beveled pipe square in the connector and insert using either a bar or backhoe depending on the size of the pipe 
 

7. How critical is the bevel on the front of the pipe? 
 The bevel is extremely important to properly start  
the pipe penetration into the connector. 
  
8. What is the best lubricant to use?  
 Grand Slam (Winter or Summer grade) or equal 
 

 

® 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The two main questions we get asked are,1.I have a job or have to quote a job using some type of pipe what size connectors will I need? 2.Can I use this size  pipe in the specified manhole size? At that point in time I start asking them question #1 and this often times mean they have to go back and do more research and I end up asking  them some of the other questions like  if they or their customer knows how to bevel and lube this type of pipe??



A-LOK   STM ™ 

 
• Economical Connector for Stormwater 

Applications 
 

• Accommodates Smooth Wall, Round and 
Elliptical Pipes 

  
• Available for 8'' to 102'' OD Pipe 

 
• Meets or Exceeds ASTM C-1478 

® 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This less expensive cast in compression connector works very well for shallow storm water applications ,meeting ASTM  1478 with 6 Psi of head pressure. It could be used in conjunction with smooth wall pipe or corrugated pipe with a smooth wall adapter however we suggest A-LOK premium as an improved alternative. because  of its ability to adjust to the adapter OD.

http://www.a-lok.com/alokstm.html


A-LOK  STM ™ FAQ 
1. When any  pipe is used with A-LOK connectors what information is needed to be sure to get the right style and size 
connector correctly matched up with the pipe?  
 It is helpful to know if it is a storm water or sanitary job, which type of pipe, size of the pipe, and if it will have an 
 adapter. With this information in hand it is easy to refer to the ADS charts  on their website to choose the appropriate 
 pipe & connector. 
 
2. How can a precaster decide which connector or type of pipe to buy? 
 The engineer should put it in the specifications, or if the specifications are changed then the contractor needs to tell the precaster 
 
3. What pipe tolerance is needed to insure the installation is a success?  
 Our standard tolerance for compression connectors is plus or minus .250” 
 
4. Which factors determine the size of the structure an ADS pipe can fit into when using an A-LOK connector? 
 Pipe OD, angle of pipe penetration and type of pipe.  Refer to the Dimensional Data section in our A-LOK STM literature. 
 
5. Which  pipe can A-LOK STM be used with? 
 Any of the dual wall pipes with a smooth adapter 
 
6. What are the recommended installation procedures?  

-Bevel, clean and lubricate the entire outside diameter of the pipe surface that will be coupled through the connector 
-Clean and lubricate the connector 
-Center the beveled pipe square in the connector and insert using either a bar or backhoe depending on the size 
 
Please refer to the recommended installation instructions found in our A-LOK STM literature or on www.a-lok.com 
 

7. How critical is the bevel on the front of the pipe? 
 The bevel is extremely important to properly start the pipe penetration into the connector 
 
8. What is the best lubricant to use?  
 Grand Slam (Winter or Summer grade) or equal 
 

 

® 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A question I have been asked is : The pipe on this job will be 36” ADS triple wall sanitite with an OD of 41.1” can I use a #1330 alok stm or XCEL connector? The answer is no because Alok stm will not create a watertight seal around the crest and the valley  of the pipe like alok premium will. Secondly when we tested Alok premium and found the average OD between the crest and the valley of the 36”size  With this in mind I want to emphasize when using the OD of triple wall sanitite pipe you cannot use our standard dimensional data sheet to determine the proper connector . This why the chart we have created  should be used exclusively to determine which size alok premium connector should  be used with all sizes triple wall sanitite pipe. 

http://www.a-lok.com/
http://www.a-lok.com/
http://www.a-lok.com/


Z-LOK  STM ™ 

 
• Economical Cast-in Boot Connector for 

Stormwater Applications 
 

• Provides ¾'' Vertical or Horizontal Movement 
and Up to 10° Omnidirectional Deflection 
 

• Accommodates All Types of Pipe 
 

• Available for 12'' to 36'' OD Corrugated Pipe in 
Roundwall structures 
 

• Meets or Exceeds ASTM C-923 and C-1478 

® 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is our cast in boot style connector . We  discovered by changing the profile a little  and widening the take down clamp it would squeeze the rubber tightly against the wall of the corrugations , creating a flexible watertight connection with all  12 -36”  corrugated pipes. With smaller sizes in could not fit in the groove and with larger sizes there is just too much rubber to expect the band to evenly tighten it against the corrugation. This connector was a big step up from grouting in a waterstop and we have seen a steady increase in sales each year.

http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.a-lok.com/zlokstmphotos.html&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=zq4pVP2TM9aryAT42IHoAQ&ved=0CDgQ9QEwETgo&usg=AFQjCNHcIMAmUcV2aTc_HjaMDqycNHScQw


Z-LOK  STM ™ FAQ 
1. When any  pipe is used with A-LOK connectors what information is needed to be sure to get the right style and size 
connector correctly matched up with the pipe?  
 It is helpful to know if it is a storm water or sanitary job, which type of ADS pipe, size of the pipe, and if it will have an 
 adapter. With this information in hand it is easy to refer to the ADS charts  on their website to choose the appropriate 
 pipe & connector. 
 
2. How can a precaster decide which connector is required? 
 The engineer should include this in the specifications. If the specifications are changed then the contractor needs to tell the 
 precaster the size and type of pipe.  
 
3. What pipe tolerance is needed to insure the installation is a success?  
 The tolerance is plus or minus .50” 
 
4. Which factors determine the size of the structure an ADS pipe can fit into when using a Z-LOK STM connector? 
 Pipe OD & if the pipe has an adapter 
 
5. Which corrugated  pipe can be used with Z-LOK STM? 
 Any size dual wall corrugated pipes with a smooth adapter or 12”- 36” without an adapter 
 
6. What are the recommended installation procedures with a corrugated pipe without an adapter?  

-Clean and center the pipe perpendicular through the connector  
-Equalize the connector so the rubber is evenly squeezed against the valley of the pipe 
-Evenly tighten take-down clamp to 60 inch pounds 
 
Please refer to the recommended installation instructions found in our Z-LOK STM literature or on www.a-lok.com 
 

7. How tight does the clamp need to be on a Z-LOK STM connector? 
Tighten the clamp to 60 inch pounds using a torque wrench to be sure to achieve a watertight connection and as well as not to 
overtighten the clamp. 

 

® 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The two things we have found to be very important about the Zlok stm connector is clamp the connector to the pipe first then deflect pipe to its final angle and getting users to realize like all boot style connectors it is installed in a straight line. This limits the size of pipes in  round manholes compared to a cast in compression connector like the Alok premium that can be curved. Lets  take a look at the “your guide to choosing the maximum pipe diameter” chart to see the comparison. 



Recommended Connector Solutions 
(Cast in Place / Precast) 
 

 
Corrugated pipe 
 
             & 
 
Smooth wall pipe 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Field Sleeves ™ 
 
•ASTM C-923, C-1478 and F-2510 
Resilient Watertight Connectors for 
Grouted Applications 
 
•Available for A•LOK Cast-In 
Connectors Including A•LOK 
Premium, A•LOK STM, Z•LOK STM 

Water-Stop ™ 
 
•Economical Watertight Connector 
for Grouted Applications 
 
•Provides a Surface for Concrete 
and Grout to Adhere for All Types 
of Pipe 
 
•Available for 6'' to 102'' OD Pipe 
 
•No adapters required 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Waterstop was the original solution to doing a much better job grouting around the slippery HDPE corrugated or plastic pipe surface  by providing a irregular surface that the grout could adhere as well as a profile that challenged  water to travel around it. So if you need it fast or to do a repair to accomodate a last miniute changeField sleeves are made to be used with Alok premium, Alok Stm or Zlok Stm connectors and allow these connector to be cast in place in the field when building new structures or repairing existing structures or accomodating last minute changes when a flexible watertight connection is required. 



Water-Stop ™ FAQ 
1. When any  pipe is used with A-LOK connectors what information is needed to be sure to get the right style and size 
connector correctly matched up with the pipe?  
 It is helpful to know if it is a storm water or sanitary job, which type of ADS pipe, size of the pipe, and if it will have an 
 adapter. Call A-LOK or refer to our website www.a-lok.com 
 
2. How do you decide which size Water-STOP is required? 
 Pipe OD and type of pipe 
 
3. What pipe tolerance is needed to insure the installation is a success?  
 The tolerance is plus or minus .50” 
 
4. Which factors determine the size of the structure a pipe can fit into when using a Water-STOP? 
 Pipe OD, ID and wall thickness of a round structure. 
 
5. Which types of pipe can be used with Water-STOP? 
 All types of pipe except spiral steel  
 
6. What are the recommended installation procedures with a corrugated pipe without an adapter?  

-Slip connector over pipe 
-Equalize the connector so the rubber is evenly squeezed over the crest of the pipe corrugation 
-Clamp down the rubber against the pipe using an A-LOK torque wrench set at 60 inch pounds 
-Align pipe and connector in center of structure 
-Mortar completely around annular space with non-shrink grout or cast-in-place 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two profiles of waterstops a narrow one for pipe less than 18” in diameter and a larger one for pipe over that size.

http://www.a-lok.com/


Field Sleeves ™ FAQ 

1. When any  pipe is used with A-LOK connectors in field sleeves what information is needed to be sure to get the right 
style and size  connector and the right size field sleeve holder?  
 The size and wall thickness of the structure is necessary to get the right size field sleeve. 
 
2. Which connectors can be mounted in A-LOK Field Sleeves for use with  pipe? 
 Premium, A-LOK STM, Z-LOK STM,X-CEL ,Qui-LOK,Z-LOK, 
 
3. How can a precaster decide which connector or type of pipe to use? 
 The engineer should put it in the specifications, or if the specifications are changed then the contracted needs to tell the precaster. 
 
4. What are the recommended installation procedures?  
 Any of the following installation procedures can be used: 

 -Mount in a form at a precast plant 
 -Mount on form and cast-in-place in the field 
 -In a cored or cast opening, center the field sleeve and grout-in using non-shrink grout 
 
Once installed, please follow the recommended installation instructions specific to each type of pipe. 
 
Please refer to the recommended installation instructions found in our literature or at www.a-lok.com. 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The way a field sleeve is made is the desired style and size connector is placed in form and  then sprayed with fiberglass to create a holder . This fiberglass holder is then trimmed to fit the curve and wall thickness of the structure,it is reinforced to remain round while it is being cast in or grouted into a concrete structure. Then the reinforcement is removed and the pipe can  installed into the connector using our standard installition  procedures.

http://www.a-lok.com/
http://www.a-lok.com/
http://www.a-lok.com/


Rubber Injection Molded Connectors 
 
 

Trade names A-LOK Premium, X-CEL, Z-LOK,       
Quik-LOK and G3 

Flexible Compression and Boot Type Connectors 

Range 1.00” through 104” OD 

Injection Mold and Extrusion Processes 

Polyisoprene, EPDM, Nitrile Buna N compounds 

ASTM Standards C-923, C-1478 and F-2510 

World’s Largest Pipe to Manhole Connectors 

Exclusive Watertight Guarantee 

Patented Component Packaging 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would like to discuss / review our guarantee at this time. Lets go to that page. 

http://www.a-lok.com/xcel.htm


 

 Rubber Injection Molded Connectors 

 Plastic and Composites Forming Equipment 

 Thermoformed Vinyl Lining 

 Plastic Injection Molded Inserts and Anchors 

 Miscellaneous Construction Supplies 

 

Core Manufacturing Capabilities  
 



 
Plastic and Composites Forming 
Equipment 
 

Steel Fabrication 

Reinforced Plastics (RFP) 

Resin Injection Molding (RIM) 

Rotocast PE Molding 



Invert Forming Equipment 
 
 

Primary Pour Invert Equipment 

 

Tru-Contour Secondary Pour 
Invert Equipment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we  are experts in matching flow lines to  flexible rubber connectors. 

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.trucontourinc.com/images/homeinvert01.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.trucontourinc.com/&h=150&w=200&sz=6&hl=en&start=1&um=1&tbnid=N5Pzzw_EO4zxFM:&tbnh=78&tbnw=104&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dtru-contour%2Binverts%26ndsp%3D18%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26rls%3Dcom.microsoft:en-us:IE-SearchBox%26sa%3DN


Thermoformed Vinyl Lining 
 
 

Corrosion Resistant Manhole Liners and 
Access Openings for wastewater applications  

 

Protect against Microbial Induce Corrosion 

Available up through 144” Diameter 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A new Dura-plate 100 lined manhole requires no welding or spark testing making installtion just like a regular manhole. WE have manholes installed in new jersey since 1985 that are still fighting H2S2 corrosion. 

http://www.a-lok.com/duraplate.html
http://www.a-lok.com/pdf/dura-plate%20epoxy.pdf


Plastic Injection Molded Inserts and Anchors 
 
 

Spacers and Supports for Reinforcement Placement 

Lift Inserts for Material Handling 

Bolts Slot Inserts for Anchoring 

Step Inserts for Maintenance Access 

Plastic Injection Molding 



Custom Forming & Rigging Equipment 
 
 

Custom Steel Hole Forming Equipment 

Fiberglass Hole Forming Equipment 

Certified Lift Bars and Rigging 

Custom Knockouts  

 



Miscellaneous Construction Supplies 
 
 

Urethane Repair Grouts 

Pipe Lubricants 

Butyl Cartridges 

Preformed Tape 

Epoxy Grouts 

Stainless Clamps 

Field Tie-in and Repair Sleeve 

Gatorbar-Basalt fiberglass rebar 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now if we could take a minute lets go out into the plant to see some of these products and how they are made.



QMS Tactic and Standards  

Lean and Sustainable Manufacturing 

ISO Compliance 

ASTM Standards 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We practice lean principals and our partner Vertex is ISO  and we will be soon . We  test to all applicable astm standards 

http://green.msn.com/


Thank You! 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Learn more about us on the web at www.a-lok.com  

 

A-LOK Products, Inc. 
697 Main Street 
Tullytown PA 19007 
  

Toll Free: +1 800 822 2565 
Telephone: +1 215 547 3366 
FAX: +1 215 547 5260 
 
General Inquiries: info@a-lok.com  
 
Sales Orders: sales@a-lok.com  

http://www.a-lok.com/
http://www.a-lok.com/
http://www.a-lok.com/
mailto:info@a-lok.com
mailto:info@a-lok.com
mailto:info@a-lok.com
mailto:sales@a-lok.com
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mailto:sales@a-lok.com
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